
Binchester and 
Hadrian’s Wall
Life during Roman rule experienced 
through the lens of archaeology



Roman 
Britain

  Roman contact with Britain started over 2000 years ago.

  Julius Caesar and the emperors who 
followed him launched a series of invasions.

  Some British 
tribes were 
friendly towards 
Rome before 
and during the 
invasion.

  The Roman military conquered 
the peoples of Britain.



Fort building in the 
North-East

   Forts were built across Britain during the Roman conquest.

   These were often 
accompanied by a small 
settlement, or ‘vicus’.

   The North-East 
of Britain had an 
important tradition 
of fort-building.

   Famous forts such as Vindolanda and Housesteads were built 
along Hadrian’s Wall.

  There was room for luxury and comfortable living as well as 
labour and hardship in forts.



What was revealed through 
Binchester’s archaeology?

   ‘Vicus’ military and civilian settlement.

   Industrial working.

   Barrack.

   Latrines.

   2 bathhouses.



Life in a 
Roman Fort

   Diet – extensive cattle bones found showing consumption of 
beef.

   Travel – placement of the fort along the meeting place of 3 
roads.

   Military versus civilian life - inside and outside the fort.

   Status – demonstrated by finds, such as a ring.

   Wealth and luxury – exploring the bath house as a feature of 
comfortable living within a Roman Fort.



Religion and 
belief

   Gods of Forts: shrines to the gods of the Britons and of the 
Romans have been found in the North East.

   Sometimes, these 
were merged 
together by the 
Romans so both 
local Britons 
and Roman 
soldiers/settlers 
worshipped 
together.

   Household Gods.

   Mithras and the 
mystery cult.

   Curse tablets.



The collapse of the 
Roman Empire

   After a period of decline, the Roman Empire collapsed during 
the 5th Century.

   This resulted from a 
series of catastrophes, 
including a number of 
military defeats. 

   While much of the Roman army left Britain, a community 
continued to live at Binchester for another 600 years.



What happened 
next?

   Anglo-Saxon burials and artefacts (6th-11th Centuries) have 
been found at Binchester.

  The Roman fort was re-discovered in the 19th Century when 
the hypocaust collapsed as a farm cart was passing over it.

   The visitor centre was established in 1972.

   Most recent excavations began with Time Team in 2007 up to 
2019. 

Why not have a go at ‘The Roman Challenge’? 

For a printable worksheet email:  
bishopaucklandhaz@durham.gov.uk

To listen to an interview with Roman archaeologist David Mason visit 
http://www.bishopfm.com/2021/09/roman-county-durham-qa/

mailto:bishopaucklandhaz%40durham.gov.uk?subject=
http://www.bishopfm.com/2021/09/roman-county-durham-qa/
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